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Future Work
• Refine Scrapbook features based on pilot study feedback

and participants’ requirements.
• Conduct a two-week long user study to evaluate the

software for daily computing tasks.

Scrapbook:

Visual curation: Displaying screenshots and titles.
Users can click images to review more details.

Screenshot contains previous
computer screen activities.

Captured available applications’
name list.

Users can edit title and
memo for this image.

Metadata associated with 
the current screenshot.

Users can directly reopen
targeting digital resources.

Cli
ck!

Design Considerations
1. Create screenshot-based shortcuts to digital resources.
2. Cross-application content curation.
3. Grouping multiple resources within one visual shortcut.
4. Browsing visual shortcuts along with customized 

information.

Envisioned Interaction

Problem Description
Retrieving previously used digital resources is 
inevitable but time-consuming for modern 
knowledge users (e.g., websites, files, and 
documents). Current methods - bookmarks, 
file systems, and recent history - for curating 
digital resources are limited in their capacity 
and dispersed over various applications. Using 
textual cues mainly is not efficient to help 
users recall previous computing tasks.

Proposed Solution
Utilizing human’s episodic memory and 
photographic memory history, we propose a 
screenshot-based bookmark method 
implemented in Scrapbook. This system allows 
users to curate digital resources by taking 
screenshots of computer activities. Later, 
when users want to retrieve digital resources, 
they can browse shortcuts from the curated 
list of screenshots. 

Algorithm to Detect Applications

(Example Case) 
• Green boundary: Computer 

screen.
• Blue boundary: Screenshot’s 

area.
• Solid black square: Visible

software A, B, and C.
• Dot line square: Software D is 

invisible behind software B.
• Results: Software A, B, and C is 

captured in the screenshot and
metadata is collected without D.

Screenshot

• Get the screenshot’s four coordinates.
• From screen’s front to back, get all opening software and corresponding four

coordinates of each software.
• See if there is overlap between a visible region of a software (A-B in case of Software 

A) and the screenshot region. 
• If two areas are overlapping with each other, get software’s metadata.
• Else, go and calculate the next software.
• We use apple script to retrieve metadata (URL, title, file path, etc.) 


